
BEAUTIFUL
JEWELLERY

SHOULDN’T COST
THE EARTH.

ADVERTISING FEATURE
S P O I L Y O U R S E L F

Making a statement with ethical jewellery
Concerned about blood
diamonds, buyers are
increasingly switching
to sustainable gems.

Secrets Shhh’s affordable, lab-grown diamond alternatives are popular with younger buyers.

Young couples increasingly believe buying
an engagement ring should not cost the
Earth,with affordable, sustainable and
socially-responsible jewellery now in
demand.
A sparkling diamond ring has become the

traditional sign of an engagement formost
couples over the past 100 years, while the
saying that it should cost somewhere
between onemonth’s and threemonths’
salary has entered commonparlance.
However,Millennials andGenerationZ

are bucking the trend, not only shunning
expensive diamonds but those that are
mined,when selecting statement jewellery.
Diamondmining has comeunder scrutiny

since the late 1990s because of its
environmental footprint aswell as the
incidence of blood diamonds, defined as any
diamondmined in a region affected bywar
or conflict and sold to fund the rebels and
militantswho are insurgent against the
government.
Combinedwith affordability, itmakes lab-

growndiamond alternatives the
increasingly preferred choice for young
couples buying engagement jewellery, says
Secrets Shhhmanaging directorMike
Parsell.
But it is not just those shopping for an

engagement ringwho are choosing lab-
growndiamond alternatives, but anywoman
ormanwhowants to dresswell or look

professional through the brilliance of a high-
grade diamond.
“If you look at all the highest luxury

jewellery designs –whether they are
engagement rings or tennis bracelets or
earrings or pendants – you can havewhat
were previously only available at the highest
jewellery houses in theworld, at very
affordable prices,” Parsell says.

“Secretsmade all of those designs, and a
higher quality interpretation, affordable for
everyone.
“One of ourmost favourite lines is a

2-carat solitaire crafted in solid 14-carat
gold – in amined diamond option, thatmight
be between $20,000 and $30,000, depending
on the quality.With us, it’ll be somewhere
between $1000 and $1299.”

Parsell saysmany people take advantage
of the price point by purchasing additional
matching jewellery, such as 2-carat stud
earrings, a pendant and bracelet tomatch
the 2-carat solitaire.
“You can have a complete look as opposed

to just having one ring, allmade in solid gold,
allmadewith the highest craftsmanship,
with stones indistinguishable to the rarest
mined diamonds, for the fraction of the
price,” he says.
“It started out as a little bit of a secret, but

nowwithMillennials andmore people being
conscious of sustainability and the effects of
diamondmining, both froma social and
environmental perspective, our products
are becomingmore desirable.”
Parsell says young people nowhave

several financial pressures and appreciate
being able to have a beautiful ringwhile
savingmoney for a house deposit, car
purchase or honeymoon.
Youngwomen also aremore empowered

now than in previous decades and are not
valuing their relationship on the price of the
ring their partner buys for them.
Secrets Shhh offers a custom,

personalised service, with customers able to
choose everything from the design, colour
and cut of their stones and bands for any
finger size required.
Its diamond simulants emulate the

highest grade of diamond, in colourD toF,
and clarity ‘internally flawless’ toVVS2.
“Customers can play and create a look

among these assortments that’s unique for
them,” Parsell says.
“That’swhy a lot of people like Secrets,

there’s no limit to the different designs that
can express their individuality and how they
feel.”
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